International responses to forced displacement have recently been shaped by two diverging trends: commitments to global solidarity and cooperation as the foundation of the international protection system, alongside efforts to shift, minimize or avoid responsibilities, thus undermining the 1951 Refugee Convention and Global Compact on Refugees.

At this critical juncture, stakeholders must come together to reject externalization and give real shape to solidarity, responsibility-sharing and international protection. In this side event, NGOs and refugee-led organizations will highlight consequences of outsourcing or neglecting protection obligations and identify constructive approaches to operationalize protection for forcibly displaced people.

Friday, 8 October 2021

13:30-14:45

Please RSVP by Wednesday 6 October CoB to:
secretariat@icvanetwork.org

(The connection link will be provided to registered participants an hour before the start of the event. This side event will be held in English only)